Moneta Va.,
may 1st, 23.

My dearest Lillian:

Day by day in every way we are getting more planning done but it is not all that we are achieving as very much day by day.

was so tired last night I could not eat very good but tonight am not quite so bad if you have been riding most of the day and that helps quite a bit.

Hope to be ready to plant some corn before very long.

Received the tooth paste and thank you so much for writing to it, which am going to like it better than what have been using but there is not any that will act unless it is used and I don't take the time that should no way. This surely does make the teeth white.
in a hurry.

Are you going to Bedford Yet? I want to go in care wish could go every other day to the doctor but when I stop most all the work stop then at night do not feel like taking the trip.

Have you attended the meeting any.

Would love to go 4 or 5 times but don't guess will get to go any this week unless about last of week.

It surely does stay cool there nights am here writing without any fire and am getting cold and use to be taking cold.

Pete wasn't quite as quiet as seen as before when he was over madam was because the madam was along but Fred was sleepy enough for all the others.
Do you feel very much older now since you are twenty-five?

Some times I almost forget how old I am and have to stop and think a while before coming to my senses.

There is one thing sure I can see very clearly that am not near so young as I once been, mind and body.

Hope can get this to the boy some way tomorrow, before mail time, it is not worth sending anyone but as it is my turn to write did not want you to be altogether disappointed so what is why have made the best try that could end hoping that I may not be disappointed Friday.

Will bring this to a close so can retire as it is getting pretty late.
and of course I could sleep a little if put other chances.

Hope Jim has found the turkey rent by this time.

with best love and wishes,

as always

Your Rob.
Miss Lilian H. Nance
Moneta,
Route #2,
Virginia